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旋回関数の定義と旋回流解析

A De五nitionof swirl function and identification of swirling flow 
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abstract 

A method of identification of swirli時宜ow(vortex) with definition of swirl function is presented. 

In fiuid motion， eigenvalue of velocity gradient tensor cl節目ifi巴自立owcl四 acteristic，and a complex (conjugate) eigen-

valu巴 indicatesthat fiow is sw凶時 motion(vortex)乱round七hepoint as its axis. Th巴 imaginarypart repr田 entsits 

angular veloci七yof swirling， and is Galilean invariant. This quantity is defined a呂田wirlfunction as a physical property 

The swirl function is a function of fiow五eldwhere velocity field is definedう andthe local maximum point of swirling 

function can be considered as its axis in finite sw凶時 (vortical)region. Then an id巴凶自cationmethod with distribl山 on

of swirl function is developped， as SWANA2 code. This analysis is appropriate to estimate both location and intensity 
of swirling， and can identifシvortexwhich the second invariant of velocity gradient tensor can not identiか

SWANA2 is verified with Burgers vortex with uniform fiow， and an application in CFD (Computational Fluid 

Dyn乱mic日) and experiment shows that this code can identiぢ swirlingmotion with concrete vortical structure of 

veloc均 evenin the case that swirli時 motionis hidden in uniform velocity or that fiow visualization (streamline) 

indicates swirling location different from the correct swirling region 

1 Introduction 

Sw凶 時 motionor vortical fiow (vortex) corresponds 

to many fiuid problems and many engineering/design 

field， such as drag force behind乱erofoilin aeronau七ical

巴ngineering，turbine blade乱ndfiuid machinery in me-

chanical engineering， or fiow force behind structure. Thi日

vortical fiow has important巴在日ctto fiow characteristic 

and fiow stability in the region to be considered. In these 

caseぅ analysisfor identification (checki時巴X凶 ence)of 

vortical fiow and for estimation of its intensity is impor-

tant. In large scaled vortical fiow， it is informative if the 
correct axis in finite or large scaled vortical region can 

be identified. 

In spit巴thatanalyzing swirling motion is important in 

several engineering fields and de日ignう theunique phy日

ical and mathematical de五nitionof vortical fiow is not 

established in fiuid mechanic日 Inengineering and de 

日ignfield， clear definition is required to identify loca七lOn

and estimate intensity of the swirling motion 

In study of vortical fiow， some definitions are investi司

gated and proposedう suchas eigenvalue of velocity gra-

di巴ntten日or，[l]the second invariant of velocity gradi-

ent tensor， [3] d巴ltadefinition applying velocity gradient 

七ensor，helicity[9][10]， Hessi乱立 of pre日日ure[5]， [6] and vor 
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tici七y.[8] Although several definitions are proposed， the 
unique definition has not been develop日d，then each def-

inition can be applied in sor孔巴巴ngineeringfield in which 

the characteristic this definition is considered to be suit-

able.[7] 

In七hedefinition with vorticity，[8] which represents ro-

tational component of minute element of乱uid，concen 
trated area of vorticity is not always swirling regionう such

as shear fiow. the second invariant of velocity gradient 

tensor[3] covers this pending mat民rwith estimating the 

difference between the norms of vorticity tensor and of 

velocity gradient tensor， but this invι.riant does not in-
dicate the intensity of swirling directly. Helici七y[9][10] is 

effective in eduction of swirling motion in fiow，乱ndthe 

angle between vortical fiow and main fiow. Nevertheless 

it is the sam巴 ina point that this does not indicate the in-

tensity of swirling dir巴ctly目 Thede五nitionby Hessian of 

pressure[5] [6] is generally di血cultto apply in experimen七

or an乱lysisof五日lddata. For the application to engi-

neering and design， the definition of vortical fiow with 

velocity may have adv乱ntage

Chong et. al.[l] classi五日dof fiow pattern in three 

dimension with eigenvalues of velocity gradi巴nttensor 

using phase space of ordinary differential equation， and 
vortical fiow is clas日ifiedby complex value of eigenvalu巳s.

In th巴phasespace， The combin乱tion日ofeigenvalues and 
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eigenvectors of autonomous equation indicates the char- eva1uate swir1 function. 

acterisもicsof solution trajectories， and it乱ppliesto the Here乱i元日rdefinitions of swirling motion and swirling 

classification of fiow pa七ternaround七h巴 pointto b巴 con- function are described， and日omeapplication in are pre 

sidered. In七hecase that eigenva1ues include comp1ex sented. 

numberぅthesolution (乱ow)trajectory swirls around th巴

point田 2 Definition of swirling motion 
The severa1 identification methods using eigenva1ues 

of ve10city gradient tensor or phase space of autono日10US

equation are propo日巴dby Sujudi et. al.，(2] Berdah1，[4] 

and Sawada.[ll] 

Sujudi et. al.[2] investigat巴dthe ana1ysis of s巴arching

swirling motion with the eigenva1ue of ve10city gradient 

tensor， and defined the point where the ve10city compo 
nent is zero in swirling p1ane norma1 to swir1 axis as axis 

point. On the other handぅ generallyuniform v巴10city

may exist in swirling are乱 andthe ve10city components 

in the axis are no七zero.Then this method is diffi.cu1t to 

extract th巴 axisin such case. 

The identi五cationmethod with the ratio between com-

p1ex number and uniform v巴10city[4]can indicate the 

swirling area， but it is di血cu1tto indicate the abso1ute 

intensity of swir1ing， or indicate the axis of swirling mo-
tion. 

Sawada[ll] formu1ate an autonomou日巴quationwith re-

spect to fiow trajectory in a cell used for CFD (Complト

tationa1 F1uid Dynamics). In七hisformu1ation， the cell is 

The definition of swirling motion is d巴scribedas fo1 

10ws. We formu1ate with ve10city gradient tensor，[l] and 

define swir1 function. 

When we discuss a motion that is significant physi守

cally， it must be an invariant motion in日piteof coor-

dinate transformation in inerti乱 sy日tem(Galilei trans-

formation). We即日dto defi即日wir1motion in mathe-

matica1 expression that satis今 thi日condi七ion.Then it is 

understood that the d巴finitionof vort巴xwith streamline 

do巴snot sati日々asan integra1 of ve10city does not have 

mv品nance

In ve10city fie1d in three dimension given by Vi (x) 

(X (Xl， X2，勾))う we日eta point回 Xi，and consider 

the coordinate Xi which origin is X町 andwhich moves 

with ve10c均叫(X)(x = (Xl，X2，X3))' This coordinate 

Xi and spat凶 fix巴dcoordinate Xi (Cartesian coordinate) 

has re1乱.tion

八~

Xi = X包 -X包

士約叫(X)t )
 

-
E
i
 

(
 日uppo日edto be乱 tetrahedronand ve10city component日

are interpo1ated linearly in th巴ce11.This method applies And the ve10city in七wocoordinates has a re1ation 

in aeronautica1巴ngineeringand turbine[10]. In the case 

that vortica1 fiow iおs五白伽n凶1

t出h阻 O即 C田巴e11町lり)， it is diffi.Cl山 toide凶 fythe axis. 

。i(X)ニ Vi(X) 仏

むもニ Vi(X)

(2) 

(3) 

In this paperぅ imaginary part of complex eigemalum where 仏 isve10city tensor (vector) in企coordinat巴・

of ve10city gradient t巴nsoris de五nedas "swir 1 function" . 

This swir1 function indicates the intensity of swirli時 (an-

gu1ar ve1ocity) and this is invariant in Ga1i1ei transfoト

mation (coordinate tr阻日formation)町 Thensw凶 function

can be considered as a physica1 property. This function 

has a charac七eristicthat i七hasa 10ca1 maximum va1u巴

on theぉcisin Burg巴rsvor七ex.Her巴 theswir1 axis is de 

fined from the distribution of the swirl function， 10ca1 

maximum point in swirling region. 

Th巴 identificationmethod using this proposa1 en乱b1es

to identify the vortica1 fiow and its axis in spite of the 

size of vortica1 region， or exi日七四回 ofuniform ve10cityう

in CFD or exp巴riment[12].[13] Thi日 de五nitionis effec-

tive in engineering prob1em with comp1ex fiow， not on1y 

in CFD ana1ysis but a1so in experimentう asit requires 

on1y ve10city components， not pressure. Th巴nnumerica1 

ana1ysis code "SWANA2'う isdeve10pped in two or three 

dimension， which estimate ve10city gradient tensor and 

Tay10r expansion of 仏 derives

3v; 1 32v; 
仏(X)ニ仏(0)+ーと企け一一ーユーい A

θXj -J 2θXjδ会k J 

笠仏(0)+ff14
aXj 

neg1ecting higher order terms. we note 

(4) 

仏(0)二 O (5) 

Substituting into eq.(4) derives 

向(会)ニ2お7
aXj 

(6) 

From eq. (1) and eq. (2)， ve10city gradient tensor between 
to coordinates is equiva1巴nt，i.e 

βの一 β刊一
一二=一二 (7) 
θXj θ23 

The 1eft hand term in巴q目(6)can be expressed as : 

Ui (企)=J1£包 (8)
dt 
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The九日q.(6)can be expressed as 

dふ δVi^ 

dt θZ3Z3 

or 

A
Z
J
N

一

f

A

向

U
一一切】

一
一
一
一
一
一
↑
一

t

d
f
A

句

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

with vector notation. This is a formula of velocity {)包

around x . 
Eq.(10) is an autonomous equation with respect to企.
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Fig.l trajectory of swirling motion 

1n autonomous equation， the solution can be expr巴日目巴d

with respect to the corresponding eigenvalue and eigen- and conjugate complex eigenvector a日

vector， by solving th巴 eigen巴quation.Then the solution 

can be analyzed by solution trajectory and phase space 
ミ(1)，t; (2) =主plαne土叫plane (18) 

This expre蹴 sth巴丑owstate arou吋 thepointム.We th巴nsolution七rajectoryof eq.(15) is given 

note that thi日fl.owstate given by eq.(10) is 

Galilei transformation and then thi日企owcharacteristic 

has phy日icalm回 ning.

The eigenequation of eq.(10) can be described乱日

判211一入QijIニ o (日)
I ~~J 

where入iseigenvalue乱ndQij is Kronecker delta. 1n case 

of no compressible fl.uid， the continuous equation 

θVi ハ

θ的}
(14) 

is added as a condition. 

This eig巴nequation(13) i日 anequation of third order， 
乱ndit ha日 threeeigenvalu巴. The solution trajectory of 

eq.(10) can be expressed with respect to eigenvalue入3

(j = 1ぅ2，3) and eigenvectorと(j)= c}j) (iニ 1，2，3)of 

eq.(10)， i.e 

念=玄c戸主(j) (15) 
j=1 

Cjε R : Const. (j = 1， • • .3) 

For the third order equationぅ仕1esolution has七wocase; 

(i) three real numbers 

(ii) one realnumber and two complex numbers 

1n the latter case， the complex number is conjugate. 

we set conjugate complex number as入1，入2 ，乱ndreal 

number as入3

入1，入2=入R 土tゆ

入3ニ入αXt8

(16) 

(17) 
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x=e入Rt(Cplane+ iηplαne) (COs itt + i sin併)

十 巴λRt(Cplαηe-~ηplαne) (CoS併 ~sm 併)

十巴入αaistとαxis (19) 

Then 

£ニ 2e入Rt(CplαneCOS併一 ηplαnesin併)

+巴入αxisteaxis (20) 

Here we set Cj = 1(j = 1，・目目 3)

Eq.(20) indicates that the solution (自ow)swirl日inthe 

plane defined v巴ctorsCplane and ηplα旧， and proceed日

to the direction of vector E _ _， ^' as swirl axis. 1n cas巴、αx's
入R く 0，the丑owis a swirl motion w抗hsuction (vortex) 

as shown in Fig. 1. This fl.ow state given from velocity 

gradient tensor does not depend on existence of uniform 

fl.ow. 

3 De五nitionof swirl function 

As described before， if an arbitrary point has conjugate 
complex number in eigenvalue of velocity gradient tensor， 

the fl.ow can b巴 consideredto swirl around th巴 point

Th巴 imaginarypart of th巴 conjugatecomplex巴1genv乱lue

indicates the angular velocity of swirling. 

Thus we can define the im乱ginarypart in eq.(16) as 

swirl function such that 

(ca日巴 (ii) ) 

(case (i))) 
(21) 

we note that swirl function is zero where th巴 巴1gen-

valu巴 ofv巴locitygradient tensor has no imaginary part 

(conjugate compl巴xnumber)， i.e. where there has no 
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swirling. The swirl function indicates that th巴宜owis 

swirling around the point wh巴rethe function has non 

zero value. Ther巴 isno swirling motion in the area that 

swirling function has zero. Thus七hefunction is a crite-

rion of class町i時日wirli時 /non日wirli時日ow.1n addition， 
this repres巴ntsthe inten日ityof swirling， i.e. angular v巴

locity of swirling. Vorticity can expr巴ssthe intensity of 

swirling， but is not appropriate for classifying七heflow 

as it has non zero value even if flow do巴snot swirl. 

phai 

Fig.3 Burgers vortex (velocity distribution 

tio吋 ishigh in red，乱ndlow in bul巴. Fig. 4 shows the 

velocity distribution on日wirlingplane. 1n figure， velocity 
r I is high in red，乱ndlow in bule 

Fig.2 swirl functionゆか)in Burger日vortex

The an乱ly日isof swirling function in Burger日 vortex

shows that the swirling function has maximum in the 

C巴ntre(axis) of vortex as shown in Fig.2 (日eenext chap-

七er). We define the local maximum point in叩 region

where swirling function has non zero value as the axis of 

swirling motion. 

4 Application 

Swirl乱nalysisis performed by calculating velocity gra-

dient tensor and es七imateeigenvalues and corresponding 

e1genv，巴ctors.Velocity gradient tensor is given by finite 

di百'erenceof veloci七ycompon巴ntsin n巴ighboringnode. 

Then numerical analy呂iscodeう'SWANA2'う isdevelopped 

in two or three dimension. 

Application of SWANA2 in Burgers vortex and in ex-

periment data are presented hereafter. 

4.1 Burgers vortex 

The velocity distribution of Burgers vortex i日described

as follows in cylindrical coordinates (7'， eぅz)・

α 
Vr = -'27' (22) 

I ' __2 

Veニお(1-e古) (お)

九 =αz (24) 

αpositive constant 

v viscosity 

r : circulation 

Fig.3乱nd4 shows the velocity distribution of Burgers 

vortex. 1n the figures hereafterぅvelocity(or日wirlfunc-

We compose 30 x 30 x 30 nodes and give the veloc同

ity component in Cartesian coordinates at each node in 

Fig.3. Fig.5 shows the contour (di均strむ凶r吋、:1ぬbu凶1北tiOI

function on 日W1立rlingpl乱I且1ea日 re日ul抗七 of swirl analy日1日.It

is shown that swirl function has maximum at the centr巴

(axis). 

Fig.4 velocity distribution on swirling plane 

Fig.5 swirl function of Burgers vortex 

If uniform velocity normal to the axis exists， the ve-
locity distribution is given as follows 
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Fig.6 swirling plane with uniform velocity 

Fig.7 Burgers vortex with uniform velocity 
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(25) 

(26) 

(27) V3 = αX3 

(Ul，U2 : uniform velocity) 

If uniform velocity normal to axis exists around vortex， 
the velocity distribution changes and streamline shows as 

if the vortex should exist in diff，巴rentarea， as shown in 

Fig.6 on swirling plane. In Fig.6 the vortex seems to 

loca七ein different pointう butswirl function distribution 

is the same as shown in Fig.5. 

Also Fig.7 and Fig.8 show七hevelocity distribution 

of Burgers vortex with uniform velocity normal to th巴

axis in three dimension. The uniform veloci七yin Fig.8 

is larger than that in Fig.7. Th巴 velocitydistribution 

or the stre乱m line do not give information of existence 

of vort巴Xぅ inspite that the vort巴xis still at七hesam巴

loca七ionshown in Fig.3. 

Fig.3う 7and Fig.8 shows the trajectory of fiow derived 

from eige町 ectorsand eige町 aluesgiven by eq.(20)うwith

yellow line. This七r乱jectoryis drawn near the axis that 

local maxユmumof swirl function indicates. It is shown 

七ha七swirlfunction indicates the correct location and that 

七hetrajectory converges to th日収is.The local maximum 

swirl func七ionis equal to intensity of angular velocity at 

the axis. 

The result of swirl analysis of Burgers vortex shows 
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Fig司8 Burger日vor七exwith 1乱rgeuniform velocity 

the possibility of misunderstanding on checking existence 

of swirling motion with s七reamlin巴 orvelocity distribu 

tion， and shows that present analysis extracts (identifies) 

日wirlingmotion in correct loca七ionand intensity 

4.2 Separation vortex 

Fig.9 shows an example of sep乱，rationfiow and vortex 

in two dimension， composed of app. 3000 cells. In Fig.9， 

Flow pass七hroughan substance in the lower part with 

10 [m/s] a凶乱nother丑owis exhausted from the backsid巴

of the日出日tancewith 1 [m/s]. Then separation vortex 

can occur downstream. Fig.10 shows the pressure dis-

tribution. Velocity and pressure distribution does not 

show clearly that vort巴xexist日ぅ butswirl function shows 

a vortex downstream clearly， as shown in Fig.ll. 

Fig.9 velocity distribution of sep乱rationvortex 

Fig.l0 pressurte distribution of separation vortex 

We note that pressure distribution does no七alwaysin-

dicate in some rang巴日 ofcontour. If its contour has wid巴
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Fig.ll swirl function dis七ributionof sep乱rationvortex 

ranges， local minimum area due to vortex may be hidden 

4.3 analysis of experim巴ntaldata 

In the instrumentation of veloc均五eldう PIV(Particle 

Image Velocimetry) is applied in two dimension. Fig.12 

shows a velocity distribution which computer receives 

from PIV. 

Fig.12 velocity distribution obt乱inedby PIV 

Fig.13 swirl function di日tribution

The numerical analysis result by SWANA2 is shown 

in Fig.13. In these figures， v巴locity(or swirl function) is 

high in redぅandlow in bule. It is observed that the swirl 

axis in velocity distribution in Fig.12 and the axis indi 

cated by local maximum of日wirlfunction differs. Then 

uniform velocity defined as velocity in the local maxi-

mum point is dele七日din velocity distribution， and the 
modified velocity di日tributionis obtained as shown in 

Fig.14 modified velocity distribution 
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Fig.16 velocity structure indica七edby velocity 

distribution( correspondi珂 toFig.12) 

Fig.14. Fig. 14 shows that the local maximum point is 

clearly the swirl axi日

In comparison with the swirling mo七ionobserved in 

velocity distribution and in swirl condition，巴achveloc-

ity field in Fig.12 and Fig.14 is仕組日formedinto polar 

coordinate with origin given at the日wirlaxis. Fig.16 

and Fig.15 shows the results r巴spectively. The v巴loc-

ity structur巴 (dis七ribution)in Fig.15 which swirl func-

tion i凶 icat巴 asswirling motion (axis) shm町thevortical 

structur巴目 The negative velocity in the radial compo-

nent shows suction swirling and the circumferential com-

ponents indicate that the gradient of this component is 

maximum at the axisぅ suchas Burgers vortex 
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On the 0七herhandぅ Thevelocity structure (distribu- the Hessian of pressure[6j is not effective in combination 

tion) ， which can be visually regarded as swirling motion with exp巴nm巴民 as pre日日uredistribution i日 difficult to 

in Fig.12 (PIV ob日巴rvation)，does not have cl四 acteristic be measured in experiment. 

of swir ling mo七ion，neith巴rin the radial component nor 

circumferential component， as shown in Fig.16. 

5 Discussion 

Analysis of Burgers vortex乱ndexample shows tha七

日treamlineor visual observation is not accurate in巴xam-

ination of swirling motion. But the present analysis with 

swirl function can identi今日wirlingmotion corr巴ctly.It 

is no七edth乱，tswirl function is not given only in centr巴

of swirling motion， but given in a area of swirling. We 

note that a point which has conjuga七ecomplex eigen-

valu巴 (nonzero日wirlfunction) is not always a centre of 

swirling motion. Swirl function is a function defined in 

velocity field， such as vorticity. Swirl function indicate日

an area of swirlingぅ butand centr巴 ofswirling can be 

identified with the distribution of swirling function. The 

local maximum point in a swirling plane indicates the 

centre. This can be proved in case of Burg巴rsvortex 

analytically， and ex乱mplesof CFD results and analy日lS

of experimental data shows this characteri日tic.Analysis 

with swirl function not only identifies swirling motion 

but also estim抗日目 intensi七yof swirling 

The present method can identify the swirling axis in 

spite of exis七enc巴 ofuniform flow. Even uniform flow 

shows乱sif the swirling are乱 isat different area or as if 

there is no swirling motion， this method identifies cor-

rectly. This method is effective to focu日the乱reawhere 

we should consider to change flow state. On the other 

handう themethod that search zero velocity point in a 

swirling plane for the日wirlingcentre is not valid where 

uniform velocity exists. 

The application of exp巴rimentdescribed before indi-

cates that the examination of swirling motion by visual 

observation misle乱出 inits exis七回目印dits location. It 

lS U日der日toodthat stre乱mlinedoes no七日前isfyGalilei 

invari乱nce，and this is th巴 re乱sonof misleading. Even 

though flow i日visualiz巴d，the verific乱七ionof flow is insuι 

五cientin identification of swirling motion. The estim乱

tion of swirling motion should be examined with math-

ematical formulation七oidentifシtruephysical behavior. 

Swirling mo七ioncan not be observed at all especially 

where large uniform velocity exist呂

It is shown that the present method id巴ntifiescorrect 

location of swirling axis even if uniform velocity exists. 

O七heridentification method that sear・chthe point where 

velocity is zero in swirling plane[2j can not idenもifyin 

such case. Another ide凶ificationmethod which estima七日

6 Conclusion 

Swirl function is defined from巴igenvalue日 ofvelocity 

gradient tensor. Thi日 propertyhas乱 Galileiinvariance， 
and indic抗日 theangular velocity if the flow characteristic 

can be cla日日ifiedas vortical flow 

And identification method ofaxis of vortical flow from 

local maximum point of swirl function is presented. This 

method is applicable to e日timatevortical axis in spit巴 of

日ize，int日nsity.It is also applicable in case that uniform 

velocity exists or vortical fiow (axis) moves with non-zero 

velocity. It c乱nbe appropriate in analysis of experiment， 
as it requires only velocity data 
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